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Lindskoog: Farewell to Shadowlands: C.S. Lewis on Death
suooestion has been made14 that the Nine corresponded to the nine
planets.
These would be Mercury, Venus, the Earth, the Hoon,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune. Pluto •as probably not
known to the astronomers of the Second AQe; Neptune is not
usually considered visible, but would have been so to Elvish
eyes.ls ln this case the One Rino may have represented the Sun,
around which the Nine revolve.
The Sun, after all, is power,
thouoh usually of a "'°re benevolent sort.
Collum•s aversion to
the Sun, and his atte-pts to hide from it, may be sionificant in
this connection.
The comments aade on the natures of the Nine and the One are
ol course, pure speculation, as are to a somewhat lesser extent
the suooestions about the Seven Rlnos of the Dwarves. The linkino
of the three with Fire, Air, and Water, however, is solidly based
The nature of this linkaoe is not clear.
It is certainly true
that Gandalf, the wielder of the Rino of Fire, had oreat power
over Fire, and the Mirror of Galadriel and possibly the protective nature of the Nimrodel indicate Galadriel's
power over water.
lt may well be that there were correspondino powers associated
with the others of the Great Rinos, but there are few records of
such •atters.
The hobbits who wrote and preserved the Red Book
al1110stcertainly did not write of such thinos, thouoh Frodo
probably understood much of which he did not speak.
But those
who foroed the Rlnos and those •ho wielded the• are oone, and
none reaain who know their secrets.
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The list of those who bore the rino runs thus: Sauron(J 81),
Isi ldur (I 83, I 331), Deaoo1 (I 84), S•eaoo1 (I 85). Bilbo
Ba9oins (I 59), Candalf (I 61, I 80), Frodo Baooins (t 63),
Tom Bombadil (I 184), 6lrond (1 3067), Samwise Camoee
(JI 434), and finally
Smeaool a9ain (III 275).
J 390
This linouistic information derives from the ApPendices to
!!!.! ~ 2f .!..!!.! Rinos, u well as The ~
~
~
Q!!.
Mithril
almost certainly is not an ele•ent accordin9 to our
aodern chemistry; there are none that have its properties.
considered to be some sort of alloy,
It is more plausibly
and may well have been considered thus by thr Dwarves. ln
any case it was oenerally
used in the form of an alloy.
Cothmo9, the Lieutenant of Minas Mor9ul (HI 121) is considered by some a possible exception; however, he may well
have been an ore, or even a Man. second in con~and to the
Nazoul themselves.
Cary Phillips. HSU Tolkien Fellowship.
The inclusion of the &arth somewhat assumes a heliocentric
picture of the solar system.
The Elvish word for a year,
astrono11icalty considered, is coranar
, "sun-round". but this
what.
lf the
oives no indication o! what ls~around
Earth were considered to be the center of the solar systeM
there may have been a Rino o! the Sun rather than of th~
Earth.
It is reasonable
to assume a fairly hiQhly-developed
astronomy. as is indlcated by the calendars.
The Rives had
the ability, the inclination, and the time to study the
stars carefully.
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C.S.LEWIS ON DEATH
by Kathryn Lindskoog
"You have tasted of death now," said the Old Man.••
"Is It good?"
"It is good, " said Mossy. "It rs better than life."
"No," said the Old Man. "It is only more lite."
These Lines are from George MacDonald in The Golden Key.
Twenty-three years ago, C. S. Lewis labeled this passage "death"
and included it m his anthology of quotations from the writings of George
MacDonald, the man he claimed as his master. Almost seven years ago
Mr. Lewis tasted death. H1s own quotable passages about the nature or
death can be found in h1s poetry, literary criticism, essays, fiction, letters, autobiography, and, of course, his books of Christian teaching, including the ever-popular Screwtape Letters.
The final chapter of that book ts the letter from senior devil Screwtape to Junior devil Wormwood who bas just let a soul slip through his
fingers; hell Is outraged.
Just think (and let it be the beginning of your agony) what be felt
at that moment; as if a scab had fallen from an old sore, as if he
were emerging from a hideous, shell-like tether, as i! be shuffied
off for good and aU a defiled, wet, clinging garment. By Hell,
it is misery enough to see them in their mortal days taking off
dlrtied and uncomfortable clothes and splashing in hot water and
giving little grunts or pleasure--stretcbing their eased limbs.
What, then, of this final stripping, this complete cleansing? .•.
Did you mark bow naturally--as i! he'd been born for it --the
earth-born vermin entered the new life? How all bis doubts became, in the twinkling of an eye, ridiculous? •.• He saw not only
Them; be saw Him. This animal, this blinding, suffocating fire
to you, is now cool light to him, is clarity itself, and wears the
form of a Man .... All the delights of sense, or heart, or intellect,
with which you could once have tempted him, even the delights of
virtue itself, now seem to him in comparison but as the half nauseous attractions of a raddled harlot would seem to a man who bears
that bis true beloved whom he has loved all his life and whom he
bad believed to be dead is alive and even now at hjs door .••
ln The Great Divorce, which followed soon after The Screwtape Letters, Lewis himself visits the edge of both hell and heaven. Who should
beiiis host in heaven but George MacDonald, who teaches him amazing
things about life after death. Finally MacDonald indicated that Lewis was
dreaming. Lewis replied,
"A dream? Then-then-am I not really here, Sir?
"No, Son," said be kindly, taking my band in bis.
"It is not so good as that. The bitter drink of death
is still before you. Ye are only dreaming."
ln more ways than one, Lewis always kept on dreaming about the
Christian meaning of death. ln Out of the Silent Planet the hrossa named
Hyoi, a sinless inhabitant of Mars, expressed his idea of death to Ransom,
his visitor from earth. He told bow be had once drunk life at the awesome
pool of Balk!:
"That was the best of drinks save one. "
"What one?" asked Ransom.
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"Death itself in the day I drink it and go to
Maleldil."
Later in the book this hrossa was kllled and went to Goelas he desired.
The spirits and creatures of Mars sang this joyous funeral song for him:
"This is the second life, the other beginning. Open, oh coloured
world, without weight, without shore. You are second and better;
this was first and feeble. "
This is the same vision of heaven expressed at the end of the Narnian
series in The Last Battle.
"The difference between the old Narnia and the new Narma was
like that. The new one was a deeper country; every rock and
flower and blade of grass looked as if It meant more. I can't
describe it any better than that; tf ever you get there you will
know what I mean.
It was the Unicorn who summed up what everyone was feeling.
He stamped his right fore-hoof on the ground and neighed and
then cried:
"I have come home at last! This Is my real country! I belong
here. This is the land I have been looking for all my life, though
I never knew it till now. The reason why we loved the old Narnia
is that It sometimes looked like this. Bree-hee-hee l Come farther
up, come farther in!"
In the Narnian series Lewis incorporated all of his basic theological
insights. For example, the "stripping" idea of death expressed in the
final Screwtape letter reappeared in The Voyage of The Dawn Treader.
Eustace, an obnoxious little boy, had become an ugly dragon because of
his greed. He earnestly scratched and peeled off his thick scaly skin,
but there was always another layer underneath.
lo desperation, he submitted to the claws of the great Lion, Asian. The Lion seemed to tear
into his heart, be tore so deep. Then be threw the stripped dragon into
the water of a miraculous well, where he became a boy again, but a new
boy.
At the end of the book, the children were returning to our world from
the land of Narnia, but they preferred to go to the high country of Asian
(heaven). Lucy asked Asian how to get into His country from our world.
He answered, "I will not tell you how long or short the way will be; only
that it lies across a river. But do not fear that, for I am the great Bridge
Builder."
In The Stiver Chair the old king of Narnia has died. The children
found themselves on the Mountain of Asian, at the edge of His country.
King Caspian lay under the clear water of a stream, and even Asian
wept for him. Then Asian had Eustace pierce the great pad of his forepaw
wtth a giant thorn, and when the red blood spahed into the stream, Caspian
changed. Smooth-faced and laughing, he leaped up. "And he rushed to
Asian and fiung his arms as far as they. would go round the huge neck; and
he gave Aslan the strong kisses of a King, and Aslan gave him the wild
kisses of a Lion. "
But when King Caspian greeted bis old friends, they drew back and
stammered that he was dead. "Yes," Asian answered quietly, "Ile had
died. Most people have, you know. Even I have. There are very few
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And the new Caspian explained to them that he was not a
who haven't."
ghost. He would be a ghost in Narma, if he returned there. "But one
can't be a ghost in one's own country."
In the chapter entitled "Farewell to Shadowlands" in the final children's
book, The Last Battle, the children were afraid of being sent away again.
At Asian's reassurance. the rr hearts leaped and a wild hope rose within
them.
"There ':!!!_ a real railway accident." said Asian softly. Your
father and mother all all of you are--as you used to call it in the
Shadowlands--dead.
The term is over: the holidays have begun.
The dream is ended; this is the morning."
And as lie spoke He no tonger looked to them like a hon; but the
things that began to happen after that were so great and bmutiful
that I cannot write them. And for us this is the end of all the
stories, and we can most truly say that they all lived happily ever
after.
But for them 1t was only the beg1nn1ng of the real story.
All their life in this world and all their adventures rn Narma have
only been the cover and the title page: now at last they were beginning Chapter One of the Great Story which no one on earth has
read: which goes on for ever: in which every chapter is better
than the one before.
This rs the essence of Lewis on death. It 1s hard to turn away from
the Narn1an series quickly, because their messages about hfc and death
arc so deep, rich, and JOyful. But even in his straight non-fiction, Lewis'
ideas of death are pervasive and compelling.
For example, in his essay "llamlet: The Prince or the Poem" he
declared, " ... Being dead is the unknown x in our sum. Unless you ignore
1t or else 111ve u a value, you can gel no answer."
In his book Miracles he thoroug)lly considered that value. There he
described the two o.tt1tudes toward Death which the human mind naturally
adopts:
One 1s the lofty view, which reached us greatest rntens1ty among
the Stoics. that Death "doesn't matter". that u is "kind nature's
signal for retreat", and that we ought to regard it with indefference.
The other is the "natural" point or view. 1mphc1t 1n nearly all
private conversauons on the subject, and in much modern thought
about the survival of the human species, that Death 1s the greatest
of all evils.
Lewis dismissed both or these views and stated that death ts ambivalent; "It is Satan's great weapon and also God's great weapon: it is holy
and unholy; our supreme disgrace and our only hope; the thing Christ came
to conquer and the means by which he conquered."
It was in this book that Lewis set forth his quotable assessment of
natural life, "We find ourselves in a world of transporltng pleasures,
ravishing beauties, and tantalising possibilities, but all constantly being
destroyed, all com1ng to nothing. Nature has all the atr of a good thing
spoiled."
lie wryly added, "You could almost defrne the future as the
period in which what is now living will be dead and in which what order
still remains will be d1m1mshed."
But rn the same book he stated that
humanity must embrace death freely, submit to it with humility, drink
1t to the dl'cgs, and so convert 1l into that mystical death wh1ch is the
secret of hfe.
lluman death, according tu the Christians, is a result of human
srn; Man, as originally created, was immune rrom 1t: Man when
redeemed, and recalled to a new hfe (which will, in some undefined
sense, be a bodily 1tre) in the midst or a more organic and more
fully obedient Nature, will be immune rrom 1t again.
Lewis had a dramattc concept or the power and beauty of hfe in the
resurrected body. He described it with this simile:
These small and perishable bodies we now have were given to us
We must learn the manage:
as j>Onies are given to schoolboys.
not that we may some day be free of horses altogether but that
some day we may ride bareback, confident and r ejorctng, those
greater mounts, those winged, shining and world-shaking horses
which perhaps even now expect us with rrnpatrence , pawing and
snorting in the King's stables. Not that the gallop would be or any
vatue unless 1t were a gallop with the King; but how etse-vsmcc
He has retained His own cbarger--should
we accompany Him?
In his mes; complete single exposition of the Chr ratian faith, Mere
Cnrtsttamty. C. S. Lewis related our death and resurrection to Christ's
"commandment
that we be perfect.
He meant what He said. Those who put themselves in His
hands will become perfect, as He is perfect--perfect in Jove,
wisdom, joy, beauty, and immortality.
The change will not
be completed in this life, for death is an important part or the
treatment. How far this change will have gone before death
in any particular Christian is uncertain.
Again in this book Lewis urged us to embrace death with confidence.
We are to submit daily to the death of our ambitions and favorite wishes
and in the end, to the death of our whole bodies. We are to submit completely to rind eternal life. We are to keep back nothing, for nothing that
we have not given away will ever be really ours. Nothing in us that bas
not died will ever be raised from the dead. lf we look for ourselves, we
will find in the long run only hatred. loneliness, despair, rage, ruin, and
decay.
But if we louk for Cttrist we will find Him, and with Him everything else thrown in.
Comfort for the bereaved is one or the things thrown in. But reunion with the beloved dead is not the goal of the Christian life. In Tbe
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Four Loves Lewis had some strong things to say about love beyond the
grave,
We were made for God. Only by being in some respect like
Him, only by being a manifestation of His beauty, lovingkindness, wisdomor goodness, has any earthly Beloved excited our
love. It is not that we have loved them too much, but that we
did not quite understand what we were loving. It is not that
we shall be asked to turn from them, so dearly familiar, to a
Stranger. When we see the race or God we shall know that we
have always loved It •...
In Heaven there will be no anguish, and no duty of turning away
from our earthly Beloveds.
First, because we shall have
turned already; from the portraits to the Original, from the
rivulets to the Fountain, from the creatures He made lovable
to Love Himself, But secondly, because we shall find them
all in lllm. By loving Him more than them we shall love them
more than we now do.
lC this is not the comfort that the reader wants, C. S. Lewis offers
no other. lie said, " •.• there is no good applying to Heaven for earthly
comfort. Heaven can give heavenly comfort; no other kind. And earth
cannot give earthly comfort either.
There is no earthly comfort in the
long run,"
If this truth seems austere, it can serve as a foil to the da?.7.hng
and shattering concept of heaven that Lewis expressed in his address
"The Weight of Glory."
lie said that we arc promised five things in the
Scripture: first, that we shall be with Christ; second, that we shall be
like Him; third, that we shall have "glory"; fourth, that we shall, in
some sense, be fed or feasted or entertained; and finally, that we shall
have some sort or official position in the universe.
Lewis quickly asked,
"Why any or them except the first?"
It has long been said that he who has
God and everything else has no more than he who has God only. But
Lewis concluded that any other conception or being with Christ which
most of us can now form will be not very much less symbolical, for it
will smuggle In ideas of proximity In space and loving conversation; and
it will probably concentrate on the humanity of Christ to the exclusion of
llls deity.
I can Imagine someone sayina that he dislikes my idea or heaven as a place where we are patted on the back. Out proud misIn the end that l~ace
understanding ls behind that dislike.
which is the delight or terror or the universe must be turned
upon each or us either with one expression or with the other,
either con!errtng glory inexpressible or inflicting shame that
can never be disquised. I read in a periodical the other day
that the fundamental thing is how we think of God. By God
Himself, it is not! llow God thinks of us is not only more imIndeed, how we think
portant, but in!initely more important.
of Him is of no importance except is so far as it is related to
bow He thinks of us. Jt is written that we shall "stand before"
The promise of glory
llim, shall appear, shall be mspected,
is the promise, almost Incredible and only possibly by the work
of Christ. that some of us, that any of us who really chooses,
shall actually survive that examination, shall find approva l,
shall please God. To please God •.. to be a real ingredir 11t in
the divine happiness .•. to be loved by God, not merely pitied,
but delighted in as an artist delights in his work or a lather
in a son--it seems impossible. a we ight or burden cf glory
which our thoughts can hardly sustain. But so it 'a.
At present we are on the outside of the world, the wrong side
of the door. We discern the freshness and purity of morning,
but they do not make us fresh and pure. We cannot mingle
with the splendours we see. But all the leaves in the New
Testament are rustling with the rumour that it will not always
be so. Some day, God willing, we shall get in.
Lewis agreed with 'fyndale that the converted manis already tasting eternal life. He stated that the spirit in us lives directly of God, but
that the mind, and still more the body, receives life from Him at a thousand removes--througb our ancestors, through our food. through the elements.
The faint, far-off results of those energies which God's creative rapture implanted in matter when He made the worlds
are what we now call physical pleasures; and even thus filtered, they are too much for our present management.
What
would it be to taste at the fountainhead that stream of ,;,hich
even these lower reaches prove so intoxicating? Yet that, I
believe, is what lies before us. The whole man is to drink
joy from the fountain of Joy.
Just as we are revelling in this glimpse of heaven, we are reminded
of our responsibility "There arc no ordinary people. You have never
talked to a mere mortal. But it is immortals whom we joke with, work
with, marry, snub, and exploit--immortal horrors or everlasting sptendoursa"
ln his essay "Membership" Lewis said that we shall be true and
everlasting and really divine persons only in Heaven. just as we are,
even now, colored bodies only in the light. When the moment comes, it
will make little difference how many years we have behind us. lie agreed
with great Christians of the past that it is good for us to always be aware
of our mortality. because all schemes of happiness that center in this
world are doomed to final frustration.
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There will come a time wben every culture, every institution,
every nation, the human race, all biological life, is extinct,

and every one or us is still alive. Immortality is promised
to us, not to these generalities. It was not for societies or
states that Christ died, but for men.
Lewis also said that neither the Individual nor the community, as
popular thought understands them, can inherit eternal life: neither the
natural seU, nor the collective mass, but a new creatures. In "The
World's Last Night" he reminded modern Christiana that man, though
longer-lived than men, is equally mortal. And what death Is to each man,
the Second Coming ls to the whole human race.
In an interview a few months before bis death, Lewis' tone was
rather merry about the. matter:
We have, or course, the assurance or the New Testament regarding events to come. L flnd It difficult to keep from laughing when I !ind people worrying about future destruction or one
kind or other. Didn't they know they were going to die anyway?
Apparently not. My wife once asked a young woman friend
whether she had ever thought of death, and she replied, "By
the time I reach that age science will have done something
about it."
Then Lewie concluded the lntervi~w with these last words about how to
live:
The world might stop in ten minutes; meanwhile, we are to go
on doing our duty. The great thing is to be foundat one's post
as a child or Cod, living each day as though it were our last,
but planning as though our world might last a hundred years.
So much for Lewis' intellectual and Imaginative concepts or death. Let
us conclude by reviewing his most eignl!lcant personal encounters with
death, Including hie own.
First came the loss or bis mother ln 1908 wbeft he was only nine
years old. Hie damaging struggle with that lose ls referred to In both
Surprised by Joy and The Magician's Nephew.
Second was the death of bis dearest friend Charles WiWams in
1945. His view or death and his view or Williams were incompatible,
he said, and so his view or death bad to change some.
Third, the death or his wile Joy in 1960 produced his canded and
shocking anatomy or bereavement, A Crier Observed. In the midst or
his wrenching grief he had a strange moment one night which be could
not describe--which was like a friendly chuckle beside a man who believes
be ls isolated Ln the dark. It made hlm vividly aware in his desolation
that any mortal at any time may be utterly mistaken about his true situation. He referred twice to that impression which is like a chuckle in the
darkness, hinting that some shattering a.nd disarming simplicity ls the
real answer to our mutability and grievous mortality.

A little later he once received a brief sense or Joy's presence,
which was surprisingly business-like, with a sense of extreme and cheerfill Intimacy. It led him to the idea that the dead are perhaps brisk, intense, wide-awake and, above all, solid. "Utterly reliable. Firm.
There Is no nonsense about the dead," he speculated.
Even at this time Lewis' own death was impending. He had kidney
disease (as well as osteoporosis) and was not strong enough tor the recommended surgery. As he wrote to his "American lady" five months
before his death,
Think of yourself just as a seed patiently waiting In the earth;
waiting to come up a flower in the Gardener's good time, up
into the real world, the real waking. I suppose our whole
present ille. looked back on from there, will seem only a drowsy hall-waking. We are here in the land of dreams. But
cock-crow is coming. It Is nearer now than when I began this
letter.
Three weeks later, Lewis had a severe heart attack; he went into
coma and received the rite of Extreme Unction. He was unexpectedly
revivied, and two months later, when his mind bad cleared, be wrote to
a friend In a sisterhood, "Ought one to honour Lazarus rather than Stephen as the protomartyr? To be brought back and have all one's dying to
do again was rather hard." (Reader or h1s poetry know how skillfully be
expressed thJs in what was probably his last poem, "Stephen to Laearus, ")
Ills letter continued. Whenyou die, and iC 'prlsion visiting' is allowed,
come down and look me up In Purgatory. It is all rather run--solemn
(Un--isn 't it? II
As bis brother Warren Lewis tells it, Jack faced the prospect
bravely and calmly. Only once did he show any regret or reluctance;
when he bad to decllne a certain lecture invitation that be wouldhave enjoyed, his face grew sad; he paused, then said simply, "Send them a very
polite refusal. "
He died of a stroke on November 22, 1963, alone in his room.
A few days later, J.B. Phillips, the famous Bible translator, was
watching television and not thinking at all about C. S. Lewis. (l'hilllps
emphatically describes himself as an Incredulous and unsuperstititious
man.) But he suddenly discovered C. S. Lewis, whom be bad only met
once in his lite, sitting ln a chair a few feet away. Lewis spoke to Phillips. lie was ruddier in complexion than ever, and glowing with health-"Large as We and twice as natural." Needless to say, Phillips was amazed.
A week later Phillips was in bed reading at night and Lewie appeared again, even more rosily radiant than before, and repeated the same
lew words. And it Phillips' story is true. these are Lewis' final, most
authoritative words to us about death. He came back twice to say simply,
"It's not so bard as you think, you know."

TbREE (JOOb MOTbERS:
GALAt:>RiEL, psyche, & sy13il CONiNGS1'y
by J. R.R. Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, Charles Williams, Guy Davenport,
Helen, Diner, Gracia Fay Ellwood, Norma Lorre Goodrich, and Carl C. Jung.
recorded

by Laura A. Ruskin
Three wise and queenly ladies smile at us from the paoe• o(
l.OTR, Till We Have E!£!!_, and!!!!~
Tru"'J>•· Galadriel,
Psyche and Sybil all share one of the deepest archetypes of the
human race.
To analyze these ideal figures, we propose to tell
who they are, and partly what, and if possible, why.
2f .!,!!.! Rings rules the
Lady Galadriel from Tolkien•s ~
Galadrim, the elves of Lorien, with Celeborn as her consort. She
possesses great power. Nenya, one of the Three 6lven Rings. is
hers. The band thereof is of mithril or adamant; the frosty
white stone see~s to capture the light of 6arendil, the Evening
Robed si"'J>lY in white, she
Star. She is beautiful and ageless.
appears like the 11100n with clouds all about.
Galadriel can hear beyond eaishot and see all of Sauron•s
thouohts concernino elves, while preventino the Dark Lord from
knowino her mind. With her water-airror, she can see iaa9es of
pa.st, present and future events, though she cannot certainly
tell which is what.(l)
She provides all COllfort and sustenance for the Ring company during their stay in Lorien, and equips them for their
further journey.
Galadriel is tempted to accept the One Ring and use its
power to correct ebils.
"And now at l&$t it comes. You wi 11 give me the Rino
freely! In place of the Dark Lord you will set up a Queen. And
I s~all not be dark, but beautiful and terrible as the Morning
and the Night! Fair as the Sea and the Sun and the Snow upon the
Mountain! Dreadful as the Stora and the Lightning!
Stronger
than the foundations of the earth.
All shall love me and
despair!" (2)
She overcoaes the tez:qpt.ation and chooses instead to diminish
and oo into the West, and remain Galadriel.
Having chosen to pass out of the "°rld, Galadriel gives the
future to the Ring Company.
She gives Frodo a talisman, a phial
ot liquid light to protect him froa the terrors of M<>rdor. To
Araoorn she gives a protecting sheath tor his s"°rd Anduril, and
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also his foretold n&me, 6lessar or 6lfstone, in the form of an
emerald brooch. Wearino itt Araoorn seems to become young again.
To Legolas she gives a Galadrim bow, as much better than his old
one as Lorien is better than Mirkwood.
Por Sam, gardener and lover of trees, she has a box of earth
from Lorien, seeded with such trees as should keep a breath of
Lorien's summer wherever it falls, Indeed, the Lorien earth,
planted in the Shire, brings forth a narvelous mallorn-tree.
But the suamer of Lorien was past, never t~n. When
peace had come to Middle-Earth, Galadriel embarked with her
people on the Last Ship bound for the UtterP10st West.
Psyche ot Lewis• Till We Have Faces also knows the sor~ow
of parting from a well=ii'eroved plac~embark upon a perilous
journey.
Born Princess Istra of ClOQe~ Psyche has suet beauty of form
and innocence of soul that her people think her a goddess incarnate. When the harvest fails, the people murmur that Un9it,.
their mother-goddess, is angry and withholds the grain from Glome.
~~en famine brings sickness, Psyche goes among the people
trying to help them. They believe she has the royal "touch of
healin9t" that same 9ift by which Aragorn saves Fa(a1:1i r in
Tolkien's Return of.!.!?.! Kin9. This in turn confir•s the 9cneral
belief that Psyche is not human.
They believe that Ungit is
jealous of Psyche's beauty and !or it has cursed Glo=e. The
Priest of Ungit demands that Psyche be sacrificed to the Son of
Un9it, the Beast who lives on the Mountain.
On the Mountain. Psyche found that the dreaded Beast was
none but the very god of Love, who tood her into his world and
made for her a palace, insisting only that she never look upon
his face. All this Psyche joyously tells her sister Orual, who
has come to rescue her.
Orual cannot see the palace or believe Psyche's story. She
insists that Psyche look at her husband, thinking that Psyche
"°uld see a bandit or gypsy and be cured of the madness about
palaces where none could be seen. She used their sisterly aft-
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